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ABSTRACT
Tbe United Nations Princþks and Gaid¿lines on Access to l-.egal Aid in Criminaltustiæ
S.ltstems werc adopted on 20 Duenber, 2012, Tlte añicle embracu tbat the @þruual of tlte
Princþles and Gøidelines is ø landnark in the arca of access to jusliæ buaun it is the frst
intemational in¡trument tbat enfirvþ focaseÍ on hgal aid. In this contexl, tlte ain of lbe prennt
articl¿ is to d¿monstrate that tlte scEe of State obligations toaards eunring a legal aid gsten
undç tbe Princþles and Guidelines extends bgtond pwuioas international hunan rigþts
standard¡. The aathors, tÌtn{0rc, discuss the ehruenß of a hgal aid ysterz ar putþward þt tbe
insfrwment Finalû, the afüde rccommend¡ tÌtat eaen f tbe Princþles and Gøidrlines rcfn to
acces! t0 hgal aid in nininal pmæedings, h is d¿sirabl¿ t0 aþpù ¡inikr standards to civil
prvæedings, ar fne legal assi¡tance is indiEensøbh þr ffictiw access to the coutts and a þir
bearing and wentualþ to e¡tablislt tbe ruh of law.
I. INTRODUCTION
The right to legal aid is considered a basic requirement in ensuring effective
âccess to justice and States are under an obligation to ensure such right.l
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1 Skinnider, E., 'The Responsibility of States to Ptovide Legal Aid", Paper prepared for
the Legal Aid Conference Beijing China Q4arch 1999) ^t 76, http:/ /
wwwicclr.law.ubc.caf publications/reports/beijing.pdf (Last visited on 1 June 2011);
Smith, R., "Human Rights and Access to Justice," 14Q007) International Journal of the
Legal Profession at p. 278; Fleming, D., "Legal Aid and Human Rights", Paper
presented to the International Legal Aid Group Conference, Ant'weqp, (6-8 June 2007)
^t p. 27, htç://www.tlagnet.org/jscrþts/tiny-mce/plugins/filemanagerf fi7esfAntrverpen-2}}7 / Conference- Papen/Legal-Aid- and-Human- Rights.pdf (I-ast
visited on January 07, 2077).
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However, existing human rights instruments have not provided any specific
definition of legal aid befote the adoption of the United Nations Principles and
Guidelines on Access to Legal Aid in Criminal Justice Systems on 20
December, 2012.2 The approval of the United N¿tions principles and
Guidelines on Access to Legal Aid in Criminal Justice Systems (hereinafter the
Princþles and Guidelines) is a landmark in the area of access to justice because
it is the first intetnational instrument that entirely focuses on legal aid.3 The
Principles and Guidelines are based on international standards and recognized
good practices, and are presented as a progressive,a complete and realistic
model of legal aid that t¿kes into account the gteat vxiety âmong legal systems,
as well âs among socioeconomic conditions.s They thus take a comprehensive
approach and introduce a complete programme fot an effective znd fasr Iegal
aid scheme.6 In this context, the aim of the present article is to demonstrâte
that the scope of State obligations towards ensuring alegal aid system under the
Pdncþles and Guidelines extends beyond ptevious intetnational human rights
standards. The authors, thetefore, discuss the elements of a legal aid system as
put for'ù¡ârd by the instrument. Finally, the article recommends that even if the
Pdnciples and Guidelines refer to access to legal aid in criminal proceedings, it
is desirable to apply similar standards to civil proceedings, as free legal
assistance is indispensable for effective access to the courts znd a fair hearing,T
and eventually to establish the rule of law.
2 Knaul, G., Report of the Special Rapporteur on the Independence of Judges and
Lawyers, para.26, A/HRC/23/43 (15 March 2073), htç://www..wave-nerwork.org/
sites/default/files/UN%2}Spedalo/o20Rapporteuro/o20ono/020¡he%o20lndepe ndenceo/o2
0oP/o20Judgeso/o20ando/o20lawyers.pdf (Last visited on March 76, 201.6). The United
Nations Princþles and Guidelines on ,{.ccess to l-egal Aid in Criminal Justice Sysrems,
General Assembly Resolution, A/F.FS/67 /187Q8 March 2073). http://www.un.org /
en/ga/ search/view- doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/67 /1.87 S.astvisited on October 10,20'13).3 ïØillems, ,{., "The United Nations Princþles and Guidelines on Access to Legal ,A.id in
Criminal Justice Systems: A Step toward Global Assurance of Legal Atd?" 17e0I4)
New CriminalLaw Review, pp 184-219, at p. 185.
a Open SocietyJustice Initiatives, Fact Sheet UN Princþles and Guidelines on Access to
Legal Aid in Criminal Justice Systems. http://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/
sites/default / files / factsheet-un-principles-guidelin es-2013021,3.pdf (Last visited on
JlcJy 20,2014).5 The United Nations Princþles and Guidelines on Access to Legal Aid in Criminal
Justice Systems, Recital 10.6 sapra note 3 at pp. 190, 198.
7 sapranote2,para.48.
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II. ORIGINS AND
GUIDELINES
LEGAL STATUS OF THE PRINCIPT I1S AND
In 201.2, the United Nations Genetal Assembly (IJNGA) unanimously
adopted the Princþles and Guidelines, considering the vital tole of legal aid in
srengthening criminal justice systems and the rule of law.8 The Lilongwe
Declaration of 2004 marks the first step tov¡ards adopting the document.e The
Declaration provided the tequisites for establishing an effective legal aid service
in ordet to make this right a rcøhty. In 2007, the UN Economic and Social
Council adopted Resolution 2007 /24,t0 noting that suspects and pre-trial
detainees faced the violation of theit human rights due to prolonged
incarceration without their being provided with access to legal aid or to a court.
The resolution requested the UN Office on Drugs and Crime pNODC) to
convene an open-ended intetgovernmental meeting of expets to study \À/ays
and means of strengthening access to legal aid in criminal justice systems and
develop a global instrument for imptoving access to iegal aid.11
In2009, the UNODC convened a working group for the purpose of drafting a
document on access to legal aid based on global best practices. The working Soup
developed a draftwhich wâs presented at the UNODC Intergoverflmentâl Expet
Gtoup Meeting (IGEGÀÐ in Vienna in November 201.1..12 The meeting discussed
the instrument thorougtrly and decided to endorse the proposal v¡ith the
tecommendation that the document v/âs required to be considered for adoption by
the UNODC Commission on Crime Ptevention and CdminalJustice (CCIC¡¡.1:
Fot the apptoval of the document by the CCPCJ, unanimity of the Commission of
the \Vhole (Co\Ð, which consists of 40 UN Member Sates was required. Finally
8 Penal Reform Intemational, "Briefing on the United Nations Pdnciples ar¡d Guidelines on
Access to Legal Aid in Criminal Justice Systems" (April 201,3).
htç://www.penaJreform.org/ wp-content/uploads/2013/05/PRl-Briefing-on-Legal-Aid-
Guidelines-and-Principles-Apri-201,31,.pdf (Last visited on March 12,201.6).
e sapra note 3 atp. 187.
10 ECOSOC Resolution 2007 /24, International cooperation for the improvement of
access to legal atd in criminal justice systems, particularþ in Africa.
http://www.un.orgf en/ ecosoc/docs /2007 /resolttttono/o202007-24.pd[ (Last visited
on March 01.,201.6).
11 Report of the open-ended intergovernmental expert gtoup meeting ori strengthening
âccess to legal aid in criminal justice systems, Commission on Crime Prevention and
CriminalJustice, para. 1. (Introduction), (E/CN.l5/201,2/24), held in Vienna from 16
to 18 November 201,1,. https://www.unodc.org/documents/justice-and-prison-
refotmf DRAFT reporilEGM-legal-aid.web.pdf (Last visited on May 05,201,6).
12 suþra note 3 at p. 1.87 .
13 ibid.
õJ
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the Principles and Guidelines were unanimously adopted at the UNGA's 67th
session in the fotm of a resolution.la
The Principles and Guidelines have considerable significance due to their
exclusive focus on legal aid. However, the Principles and Guidelines do not
have binding fotce and cannot âutomaticaþ bring about imptovements in
national legal aid systems. Yet it cannot be said that the insttument has no
significance. Its value is found in the fact that the General Assembly which
consists of all the UN Member States is its adopting authority.ls Itis noted that
the General Assembly is not a legislative body and the significance of its
resolutions lies in its authority particulady when they arc of declantory or law
making nâture.16 Resolutions set standards for States, provide guidance for
domestic laws and, thus, contribute to the process of law development.lT
Accotding to Higgins, the process of law development c^n happen not only by
the passing of binding instruments, but "legal consequences can also flow from
acts which âre not, in the formal sense) 'binding'."t8 Often the General
Assembly resolutions generâte úea;6J negotiations and mobilize State ptactice to
the formation of customâry internationzl lzwle. For instance, the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (JDffn¡zo which provides ân âuthoritative
interptetation of States' human rights obligations2l was adopted in the fotm of
a GenenI Assembly resolution. The UDHR was followed by the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCt'R¡zz and the International
1a For a detailed overview of the background of the Principles and Guidelines, see
Namoradze, 2., "Commission Ädopts U.N. Instrument on Access to Legal Aid".
https:/ /namati.org/news/unJegal-aid-instrument/ (I-ast visited on March 01,,201,6).
ts Higgins, R., "Problems and Process: InternationalLaw and How We Use It", Oxford,
Oxford University Press, 1994 at pp. 24-28; iupra note 3 at pp. 189- 190.
16 suþra note 3 at pp. 189- 190.
17 Chinkin, C., "Sources", in Moeckli, D., Shah, S., Sivakumaran, S., Harris, D.
(eds.), International Human Rights Law, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2013 at p. 90.
18 Higgins, sapra rrcte 1,5 at p. 24.
1e Shelton, D. L., "Soft Lav/', George lüashingon University Law Faculty Publications &
Other Works (2008) atpp.7-9. http://scholarship.law.gwu.edu/ cg/ viewcontent.cgi?
aracle=2048&context=faculty_publications (Last visited on March 28,201.5).
20 UDHR was proclaimed by the United Nations General Assembly on 10 December
1948, General Assembly resolution 217A llD.
21 S7eissbrodt, D., The Right to aFau Trial under the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, The
Hague/Bos ton/London, Martinus Nij hoff Publishers, 2001 at p.L
22 The ICCPR was adopted by the General ,{ssembly resolution 2200A (XXI) of 16
December 1.966 and enteted into force on23March 7976.
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Covenant on Economic, Sociai and Cultural Rightszl that zre binding on the
State parties. The Genetal Assembly resolutions also express the view of the
global community that they need to take further legislative actions and to
implement them in specific instances for the promotion of human dghts.2+ In
this context, the Principles and Guidelines acknowledge the impottànce of the
right to legal aid and the giobal need for improvement in this sector. Moreover
,h.y are grounded oÀ international jurisprudential developments ,rri
tecognized ptactices which gives them a realistic and practical chancter with a
view to the establishment of accessible and effective legal aid systems.25
III. STATE OBLIGATIONS REGARDING T-IìGAL AID BEFORE THE
PRINCIPLES AND GUIDELINES
In 1948, the UDHR fkst declared equality before the law as a universal
right.za Equality befote the law, as Wilson states, refets to both equal access to
the courts and equal treatment before the courts.27 The right to legal assistance
encompasses both of these principles and recognizes that people should not be
depdved of these rights because of their poverry.2s The UDHR in its Article 10
also guarantees that everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public
heating by an independent and impartial tribunal to determine his rights and
obligations and any criminal charge against him.ze Legal assistance, as Wilson
notes, is an essential starting point for the enforcement of human dghts.lo If
the right to legal assistance is not guaranteed, all other tights that arc relevant
for the conduct of a fair tial arc likely to become insignifìcant.31 Therefote, alJ.
the procedural rights undet Article 10 cannot be adequately protected without
competent legal assistance.
23 The Covenant was adopted and opened for signature, rati{ìcation and accession by
General Assembly resolution 2200A SXI) of 16 December 7966 and entered into
force on 3Janaary 1976.
2a saþra note 3 atp. 190.
2s ibid atp.21.8.
26 Article 7, the UDHR.
27 l(/ilson, R. J., "Princþles, Soutces and Remedies for Violation of the Right to Legal
rA.ssistance in Intemational Human Rights Law", in International Legal Âid and DefenJer
System Development Manual, US{ National Legal ,{id and Defender Association, 2010 at
p. 18' http://www.nlada.org/Defender/ Defender-Publications/ International_Manual_
2010 (Last visited on September 17,2014).
28 ibid.
2e See also, sapra note 21, at p. 2.
30 suþranote27 atp.17.
31 ibid.
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During the fìrst UN Conference on Human Rights in Teheran in 1968,3L
the matter of establishing comprehensive systems of legal aid was briefly
discussed. A tesolution was passed requiring member States to grar^ntee
progressive development of comprehensive systems of legal aid, including
devising standards for granting legal assistance and also to simplify procedures
so as to reduce the financial burdens of individuals seeking tedress.33 The
resolution further states that the provision of legal aid to those in need would
strengthen the protection of human dghts.
The ICCPR that was adopted in 1,966 has established the right of 'a minimum
gaatantee'in the form of equality before the courts. Article L4 of the Covenant
categorically obligates the State Party to ensure the right to legal assistance in
criminal cases v¡ithout payment if the person does not have sufficient means to
pay for it ot where the'interests of justice'require so.34 The modern notion of
legal aid, thus, assumes the statlls of ¿ basic human right and imposes
tesponsibiliry on States. Article 14 provides a sedes of rights and procedural
guarantees which are essential for both civil and cdminal proceedings in order to
ensufe the proper administration of justice.35 As a tesult, the Human Rights
Committee (HRC¡r has ruled in its inteqpretation that the right to ftee legal
assistance can be regarded to be applicable to the right of access to court znð, a
fair hearing in the determination of civil rights and obligatiorls or in a suit of law
32 httpt//www.un.orgf en/development/devagenda/humanrights.shtml G-ast visited on
March 1,6,201,6).
33 Legal Aid, General Assembly resolution 2449 ßXIII) htry:/ /daccess-dds-ny.un.org/
doc / RESOLUTION / GEN /NR0 /2441 09 /IMG/NRO 24409 .pdP OpenElement (I-utt
visited on 1. June 201,1); Final ,{.ct of The International Conferences on Human Rights
1S(lrJew York, United Nations, 1968). htrp:/ /legal.un.org/avl/ pdf /ha/fatchr/ Final-
Act- of-TehranConf.pdf (Last visited onJanuary 14,2015).
:+ Article 14(3).
¡s HRC, Equality before the courts and the right to a fm and public hearing by *
independent court established by law ('A'rt. 14):04/13/1984. General Comment 1,3,para.1,.
In general, the reports of State Parties fail to recognize ¡hat Art.1.4 appJies not orily to
procedures for the determination of criminal charges against individuals but also to
procedures to determine their dghts and obligations in a suit at law. Laws and practices
dealing with these matters vary wideþ from State to State. This diversity makes it all the
more necessary for State Parties to provide all relevant information and to ."plain in greater
detail how the concepts of "criminal charge" and "rights and obligations in a suit atlaw" are
inteqpreted in relation to their respective legal systems. Para. 2. http://www.refrvodd.org/
docid/453883f90.htrnl past visited on Match 13, 2016). This General Comment 13 is
replaced by General Comment 32; the same spirit and explanation is again reiterated by the
HRC in General Comment 32, Articl¿ /4, Wgþt to eqøali! beþre coørts and tribunals and tofair
trial,Z3 August 2007, CCPR /C/Gc/32,paras. 9 and 16.
36 The HRC monitors the implementation of the ICCPR by its State Parties.
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as well.37 This is based on the princþle that access to administration of justice
must effectiveþ be guatanteed in all such cases to ensure that no individual is
deprived, in procedutal terms, of his ot her right to claim justice.3s
In line with the ICCPR, there are other bodies of standards that refer to the
right to legal assistance from lawyers as'legal atd' and they teinforce the States'
responsibility.in ensuring such rþht. For example, the Standard Minimum
Rules for the Treatment of Ptisoners consider the special needs of the untded
prisoner and allow him to apply for free legal aid where such aid is available for
his defence.3e The Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners set
out what is generaþ accepted good pdnciple and practice in the treatment of
pdsoners and the mânagement of institutions that arc based on the general
consensus of contemponry thought and the essential elements of the most
adequate current systems.aO As a result, these Rules support the right to âpply
for ftee legal aid involving the right to legal assistance as a recognized good
practice and essential element of the most adequâte system.
The Body of Pdnciples fot the Ptotection of All Persons undet Any Form
of Detention or Imprisonment4l was adopted by the Genetal Assembly by a
resolution on 9 December 1988 with a view to making a signifìcant
contribution to the protection of human rights. It bestows on a detained
person42 âmongst othets the right to defend himself or to be assisted by
counsel assigned to him by a judicial or other authority in all cases where the
irìterests of justice so require and without pâyment if he does not have
suffìcient meâns to pay.a3
37 HRC, Nght to equaliry beþre Øarts and tribanals and to þr trial, 23 August
2007, CCPR/C/GC/32,paras.9 and1.6, General Comment 32,Anicle 14.
38 ibid at para.9.
3e This was adopted by the First United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime
and the Treâtment of Offenders, held at Geneva in 1955, and approved by the
Economic and Social Council by its resolutions 663 C (XXI\) of 31 July 1957 and
2076 þXID of 1.3 May 1977, Rule 93. htpt/ /vrww.unhcr.org/ refworld/docid/
3ae6b36e8.html (Last visited on March 19,201.6).
a0 ibidPrehminary Observations, para. 1..
a1 General Assembly Resolution, A/RES/43/173 (9 December 1988), http://www.un.org/
documents/ga / rcs / 43 / a43r173.htm Q.ast visited on March 1,9,2016).
a2 
'Detained person' under the Body of Principles for the Protection of ,A.ll Persons under
Any Form of Detention or Impdsonment means any person deprived of personal
liberty except as a result of conviction for an offence.
a3 Principle 77Q), the Body of Principles for the Protection of All Persons under Any
Form of Detention or Imprisonment.
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The Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyetsa are relevant in this context
since they set standards and pe{otmance criteria for legal assistance from
lawyers. This instrument articulates the duty to protect human rights, ensure
equal access to lawyers and provide sufficient funding for legal services to the
poor in its Preamble and Articles 2, 3 and 6. Ali these principles direct
governments to ensure efficient procedures and responsive mechanisms for
effective and equal access to lawyets for all persons within their territory znd
subject to their jurisdiction without distinction of any kind and therefore to make
provision of suffìcient funding and other resources forlega). services to the poor
and other disadvantaged persons.as Thus, the Basic princþles on the Role of
Lawyets have used the term 'legal services for the poor' to indicate lawyers'
assistance that is required to be ptovided to the poor and other disadvantaged
persons as 
^ 
p^rt of the government's responsibility.
There are other international documents that also refer to legal services
from lawyets as 'legal asd' and call on States to ensure such right, such as Article
95 of the UN Draft Declaration on the Independence of Justice (the Singhvi
Declatation),a6 which stipulates that governments are responsible for providing
sufficient funding for appropúatelegal services progrâmmes for those who are
unable to afford the expenses of their legitimate litigation. The responsibility of
the goverfl.ment under the Singhvi Declaration, thus, refers to lawyers'
assistance essential for litigation to those who are unable to pay their price.
In 2002 the United Nations Genetal Assembly passed a resolurion affirming
the responsibility of governments to adequateþ fund legal âid in order to
promote and protect human rights.aT The resolution did not ciarify the meaning
of 'legal aid' in specific details but emphasized the dght to access to justice as
contained in applicable international human rights instruments in order to
strengthen the rule of law through the administration of justice. The applicable
human rights instruments, as noted earhe4 demonstrate lawyers' assistãnce as
legal aid to ensure access to justice for those living in poverty with a view to
establish the rule of law in society. As a result, it can be construed that the
a Adopted by the E ghth United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the
Treatment of offenders, Havana, cuba, 27 August to 7 september 1gg0.
http : / /www. ohchr. org/EN /Profes sionallnterest/Pages /RoleOflawyerì. aspx (Last
visited on March 19,2016).
as Articles 2 and 3, the Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers.
a6 Resolution 1989/32, the UN Sub-Commission on Prevenrion of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities.http://www.cristidanilet.ro/docs/Shi ngno/o2}Declaration.pdf
(Last visited on March 19,201,6).
a7 General Assembly Resolution on Human rights in the Administrarion of Justice,A/RF,S/56/1,61, Q0 February 2002), pan. 5. hnp://w\¡/w.*nodc.orglpdffcnme/
a_res_56/161e.pdf (Last visited on March 19,2016).
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resolution also referred to legal aid in terms of legal assistance from lawyers. It is
noteworthy that this resolution was passed in the General Assembly without a
vote48 which means that there was no dissent by any Member State of the United
Nations in regatd to the State responsibility tegarding legal aid.
The Bangkok Declaration on Synergies and Responses: Sttategic Alliances
in Cdme Prevention and CriminalJustice,ae adopted by the UNG,A. in 2005 also
mentioned legal aid. The Declaration directs States to take more effective
concerted action, in a spirit of cooperation, to combat cdme and ensure justice.
Pangrzph 18 of the Declaration tequires States to take steps, in accordance
with their domestic laws, to promote âccess to justice and to implement the
provision of legal aid to those who need it in otder to enable the effective
assertion of theit rights in the criminal justice system. Like the ptevious
documents, as noted eztlter, the Declatation did not defìne the term legal aid
but indicated lawyers' assistance as legal aid fot the effective âssertion of the
rights of the persons concetned in the criminal justice system.
IV. STATE OBLIGATIONS TOWARDS ENSURING A NATIONAL I.EGAL
AID SYSTEM UNDER THE PRINCIPT-F',S AND GUIDELINES
The above discussions show that the existing intetnational human rights
instruments have referred to the right to lawyers' assistance as 'legal aid'.
However, an intetnationally agreed defìnition of the term 'legal aid' was
incorporated in the Principles and Guidelines which includes legal assistarlce as
well as other elements under a Iegal aid mechanism. The Principies and
Guidelines urge States to guârantee the right to legal aid in their national legal
systems at the highest possible level including the Constitution.50 States are also
urged to enact appropriate and specifìc legislation and regulations in relation to
such right.sl Above all, States are required to ensure thata comprehensive legal
aid system is in place that is accessible, effective, sustainable, and credible by
the allocation of necessary human and fìnancial tesoutces.52
With regard to the defìnition, the Principles and Guidelines construe the
term 'legal aid' to include 'legal advice, assistance and representation for victims
and for atrested, prosecuted and detained persons in the criminal justice
a8 "United Nations Documents Index flanuary-March 2002)", New York, United
Nations/Dag Hammarskjöld Library, 2002 at p. 50.
ae General Assembly Resolution, A/RES/60/1,77. lntLpt//www.unodc.otg/ documents/
commission s / CCPCJ / Crime-Resolut:ons /2000-2009 /2005 /General-Assembly / A-
RES-60-177.pdf (Last visited on March 1.9,2016).
so Principles and Guidehnes, supra note 2 Principle 1.
51 ibidPnnciple2.
52 ibid.
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process, provided free of charge fot those without means or when the interests
of justice so tequire's3. Furthermore, 'legal aid is intended to include the
concepts of legal education, access to legal information and other services
provided fot petsons thtough alternative dispute resolution mechanisms and
restorative justice processes'.sa The Pdnciples and Guidelines are pdmariþ
concerned with the right to legal aid which is not similar to the right to iegal
assistance, but these two concepts are linked to each other.55 It becomes
evident that the above mentioned defìnition does not involve mere legal
assistance; it extends further and includes legai advice, representation as well as
the concepts of legal education and other services through alternative dispute
mechanisms as legal aid services. The definition also asks for access to iegal
information as part of the mechanism. Thus, the defìnition of legal aid is
consideted to involve the initiating of legal and institutional reforms including
access to legal infotmation and services through alternative dispute resolution
mechanisms. Legal education is also closely linked to the concept of legal aid.
In othet words, legal aid involves the larger questions of access to justice and of
the effectiveness of law and the legal institutions. An effective legal aid system,
therefore, is very much dependent on how the delivery of the legal services is
orgatized and opented in any given country.
In what follows, the scope of States' obligations to establish 
^comprehensive legal aid system based on this defìnition will be explored.
A. Ensuring Earþ Access to Legal aid in criminal proceedings
, 
In criminai proceedings, the eady stages that involve the fìrst hours or days
of police custody ot detention 
^re 
crucial for arresteds6 or detained p.rrorr,
because, in practice, the right to legal assistance is often not granted at-the fìrst
questioning of the criminal ptoceedings.sT This can cause serious consequences
fot the outcome of a case, and a lawyet might not be in a position to amend
this later on where incriminating stâtements have aheady been made without a
s3 ibidlntroduction, pata. 8.
54 ibid.
s5 ibidlntroduction, pan. 1,3.
s6 The defìnition of the terms 'affested' and 'detained, can be found in the Body of
Principles for the Protection of All Persons under Any Form of Detention or
Imprisonment. General Assembly Resolution A/RES/43/|73 (g December 19gg),
"'Arrest' indicates the act of apprehending a person for the alleged commission of an
offence or by the action_of an authority and 'Detained person;refers to any person
deprived of their personal liberty when they have nor faced the same as the conviction
for an offence. The United Nations Principles and Guidelines on Access to Legal Aid
in criminalJustice Systems have incorporated the same definitions (çtara. 10),,.
57 suþra note 3 atp. 192.
The United Nations Principles and Guidelines 1.1.
lawyer's presence.ss This pedod also has a significant impact on the pfospects
for a lzir tdal as investigative acts are done in the eâdy stages of a criminal
justice process for the pu{pose of collecting evidence.se Thus, it can be said that
the efficiency and faimess of the criminal justice system is dependent on the
earþ stages of criminal ptoceedings.60
Pdnciple 7 of the Pdnciples and Guidelines guatantees thât legal aid is
provided 'promptly [and] at all stages of the criminal iustice process.' fn
þarticulat, the Principles and Guidelines mention that States shall provide legal
aid to pefsons who arc in police stations, detention centfes or coufts
immediately while their eligibility is being detetmined.6lAs a result, all persons
v¡ho are arrested, detained, suspected62 or charged63 with a ctiminal offence and
have limited fìnancial capacity are allowed early access to legal aid. In other
words, the Principles and Guidelines make States responsible to provide an
arrested, detained, suspected and accused petson with the meâns to contact â
legal aid provider (awyer) ât the time of when they ate deprived of their liberty
and to gúzLf^ntee that any interview by the police ot other authorities does not
begin until the legal aid provider arrives and provides advice. The authorities
s8 ibid at p. 192.
5e ibid.
e0 United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime and United Nations Development
Programme, "BaÃy Access to Legal Aid in CriminalJustice Ptocesses: A Handbook for
Policymakets and Practitioners" Q01'4) at p.2.
htç: / /www.unodc.org/documents / justice-and-ptison-refotm/ eBook
earþaccess-to-legal-aid.pdf (Last visited on March 1'9, 201'6).
ó1 Pdnciples and Guidelines, søþra note 2 Principle 3, paras. 20,23; Guìdeline 1, par¿' 47;
Guideline 4,pan.44.
ó2 The defìnition of the term 'suspected' is not found to be specifìc, but the United
Nations Principles and Guidelines state that the right to legal aid of suspects occurs
before questioning, when they become 
^ware 
that they are the subject of investigation,
and when they are under threat of abuse and intimidation, e.g., in custodial settings.
United Nations Principles and Guidelines, footnote 1,0,para. 1'0'
63 The Principles and Guidelines have not explicitly defined the term 'charged'' However,
the UN Handbook for Policymakers and Practitioners on Earþ Access to Legal Aid in
Criminal Justice Processes has accepted the definition that was provided by the
European Court of Human Rights. According to the Court, "Charge"'.. may be
defìned as 'the official notification given to an individual by the competent authority of
an allegation that he has committed a criminal offence', a definition that also matches
the testwhether'the situation of the [suspect] has been substantially affecteå'. Eckle as
Gerwanl, Application No. 8130/78 fludgement of 15 July 7982), p^1^. 73'
htç://hudoc.echr.coe.int/ sites/eng / pages/search.aspx?i=001-57476 (I-ast visited on
December 17,2074).
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are assþed the duty to inform individuals immediately of such entitlement.6a
rn 2014, the United Nations office on Drugs and crime and the united
Nations Development Programme jointly published a handbook entitled 'F,uÃy
Access to Legal Aid in criminal Justice Processes: A Handbook for
Policymakers and Practitioners'in order to ensure eady access to legal aid at the
domestic level. The handbook aims to provide ptzcttcal guidelines to policy
makets and ptactitioners in line with the international standards set by the
Principles and Guidelines.65
In sum, legal aid in criminal proceedings is a right not only at the trial stage; the
State is tequfued to guaranree it in the pre-trial proceedings also. To be more
specific, the State is required to ensure eady access to legal aid for those who have
been arested, detained, suspected of or charged with z cnminal offence.
B. Legal Aid for Victims and Witnesses
The Principles and Guidelines seek to include a wide group of legal aid
beneficiaries. They call on States to provide legal aid not only to suspects and
defendants, but also to victims and witnesses where it is appropdate to do so.66
In other wotds, the Principles and Guidelines have candidly recognized the
considerable role of the victims and witnesses in z faft criminal justice
system.6TAs a result, victims and witnesses are required to be promptly
infotmed by the concerned âuthority about their right to information, their
entitlement to assistance and protection and how to access such Rights.68
Moreover, Guidelines 7 and 8 incorporate tha;t it is important to present the
views and concerns of victims and witnesses and then to consider them at
appropriate stages in order to ensure the faitness of the criminal justice process.
C. Considering the Specific Needs of Children and Women
The Principles and Guidelines have taken into account the specific
vulnerability of childten and women for human rights violations.oeAccording to
Principle 11, while taking anylegal aid decision that is likely to affect children,To
the best interests of the child are required to be the primary considerarion.
6a Principles and Guidehnes, suþra note 2 Princþle 8, Guideline 3.
6s The handbook is available: htç://www.unodc.org/documents/justice-and-prison-
rcformf eBook-early-access-to legal-aid.pdf G.ast visited on March 1.9,2016).
6ó Principles and Guidelines, sapra note 2 Principles 4 and 5.
67 supra note 3 atp. 1.94.
68 Principles and Guidehnes, søpra note 2 Guidelines 7 and B.
or htçs://wwwunodc.org/unodc/en/justice-and-prison-reform/chldrensvictims
womensissues. htrnl (Last visited on March 1,8,201.6).
70 Here a child is considered a person who is under 18 years of age in accordance with the
Convention on the Rights of the Child.
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Therefore, legal aid has to be 'age-appropnate, multidiscþIinary, effective and
tesponsive to the specific legal and social needs of children'.71 This entails various
factots- such as, enabling children to contact their parents or guardians and
providing information on legal rights in an appropflàte manner considering their
age and m^finq.7zAs noted before, the Princþles and Guidelines have also
consideted the gender issue. In general, they call on States to ensure the principle
of non-discdmination in the provision of legal aid.73 More specificall¡ Guideline 9
states that goverrirnents are tequired to introduce an active policy that ensures
gender equality and equal arÃ fzu access to justice by incolporaang a gender
petspective into all televant laws, prografiìrnes and practices concerning legal aid .
Inequality in the provision of legal aid, as \X/illems rìotes, requkes special attention
because in many countries v/omen are not equally represented in positions that
ake decision on detetmining the eligrbilir¡ for legal aid. This causes a negative
effect on the chances of women to receive legal øtd.t+
D. Ensudng Other Procedutal Safeguards
The Pdncrples and Guidelines seek not only to improve access to legal aid
but also to ensure other fair ttiù goanntees.Ts For instance, States are tequired to
goarzrîtee that detained persons have unhindered access to legal aid providers
and can make confìdential communications.T6 Also, it is to be ensured that they
cân access to case files and are allowed adequate time and facilities to prepare
their defence.TT Moreover, States âre urged to inform arrested or detained
persons about their right to legal aid and other procedutal safeguards as well as of
the potential consequences of voluntariþ waiving those rights.78 Guideline 3 has
spelled out other measures, fot instance, the introduction of measures on rights
such as information on the right to remain silent; right to contâct with consular
authorities; to notify family; and to intelpretation and translation services. If all
these safeguards are put in place, fau trial can be expected to be ensured. Thus,
the Principles and Guidelines have taken a comprehensive and balanced
approach in order to guL^tantee the fairness of proceedings.Te
71 Pdnciples and Guidelines, sapranote2 Principle 11
72 ibidGrrtdeline 10.
13 ibidPrnciple 6.
7a sapra note 3 atp.1,96.
7s ibid at p. 1,94.
76 Principles and Guidelines, søpra note 2 Principle 7.
77 ibid.
78 ibidPrnciple 8.
7e søpra note 3 atpp.1,94-1,95.
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E. Arrangements to Enhance Education about Legal Aid and the
Justice System
Knowledge of legal aid and the justice system is vital not only to imptove
access to individual rights, but also to create a better understanding and more
realistic expectations of the functioning of the legal system.8O As it is, the
Principles and Guidelines recognize tha;t States are required to undefiake a
series of measures that, even if not sttictly related to legal aid, can maximize the
positive impact on the establishment andf or reinforcement of a properþ
working legal aid system and on âccess to justice.81,\s a tesult, the objective of
the legal services programme yields a broad focus including raising legal
awareness and enhancing legal education among ordinary people. States
embrace the obligation to take measures with a view to enhancing the
knowledge of the people about theit rights and obligations under the lav¡ for
the prevention of criminal conduct and victimizaion. States arq as the
aforesaid instrument states, further obügated to take measures to enhance the
knowledge of their communities about their justice system and its functions,
the ways to file complaints before the courts, and the use of alternative dispute
tesolution (ADR) mechanisms.s2 Thetefote, the Principles and Guidelines have
inciuded Legal awarcness or legal education ptogrammes among the general
people as pârt of comptehensive legal aid service programme.
F. Adequate Publicity and Resources
Adequate publicity and information about the service futher affects the scope
of legal aid beneficiaries. It is noted that an accessible, substantive and
comprehensive legal aid programme must have extensive publicity to notift the
potential beneficiaties. As such, in order to guârântee the right to legal aid to the
people, the Principles and Guidelines tequire information on the right to legal aid
and what such aid consists of, including the availability of legal aid services and
how to access such services and othet televant information is to be made available
to the community and to the general public in local government offices and
educational and teligious institutions, through pdnt and elecuonic media or other
appropriate means covering all the sectors of the government including police
officers, prosecutors, and judicial officets.83 Moreover, regardless of the nature and
model of legal aid schemes, States are responsible for making appropriâte budget
provisions for legal aid services and to provide necessalT human resources.s4 It has
80 ibidatp.198.
81 Principles and Guideltnes, supra note 2lntroduction , para. 1,1,.
s2 ibidPilr:'iryle3.
83 ibid Gutdelne 2.
8a ibidPitnciple 2 and Guideline 13.
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been made clear thtt adequate fu"di"g of iegal aid is meant to include not only
lawyets' fees, but also othet expenses such as those for coplng relevant files and
documents, the collection of evidence, expenses related to expert witnesses,
forensic experts and social workers, and travel expenses.ss
G. Collaboration with Non-State Actors
The Pdnciples and Guidelines provide a realistic model of alegal aid system
depending on the legal systems and socio-economic conditions of States. They
require States to establish a nationwide legal aid system that consists of a wide
r^nge of stakeholders âs legal aid service providers. They c^n involve
community-based organizzions, professional bodies and associations, non-
governmental orgarizations, and academia. It is an integrated apptoach to
ensure the maximum coverâge of the potential beneficiaries and is particulatþ
useful in national legal aid systems that lack resources or qualifìed lawyers.
Therefore, States are allowed to work with all legal aid service providers,
governmental and flon- governmental orgatizaions, to increase outreach
quality and impact, and facihtate access to legal aid in all parts of the country.86
The Princþles and Guidelines have taken into account that States employ
different models for the provision of legal aid. These models include the stafed
model,87 private lawyers, pro bono schemes,ss Bat Associations, paralegals and
othets. States are required to adopt the models ú,:rat gmrantee the right to legal aid
at the maximum level.se Fot example, one model of alegal aid scheme can involve
the esablishment of legal aid clinics in the law department of a university. Such
schemes allow students to provide ftee legal assistance, h.þ itr the preparation of
cases and represent clients in court proceedings. This is done usually under the
supervision of a qualified lawyet or faculty staff member. However, with tegard to
legal aid clinics, States âre responsible for aking âppropriâte meâsures to
encorüage the support and establishment of such clinics in university law
depatments as well as provide incentives that will allow students to practice in
court under the supervision of a senior lawyet ot zlaw professot.eO
8s ibid Gutdeltne 72.
86 ibidPrinciple 14 and Guideline 16.
87 In this model, legal services function through neighbourhood law offices and payment
is made by the government to the staff.
88 The termprl bonopablic means "fot the public good". Black's LawDictionary (9th ed.
2009) at p. 1323. A curent defìnition of the term includes: (1) legal services (2) to
indigent persons (3) without compensation. Munneke G. Â., and Eck, E., "Re-Defining
Pro Bono: Professional Commitment to Public Service", 1(2008) Chadotte Law Review
atp.23.
8e Principles and Guidelines, søpra note 2 Guidelines 11,12 and 16.
eo ibid Gvtdelines 11, 12 and 16.
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Involving panlegals is another effective model;rt as the service of paralegals
is voluntary or less costly. This scheme incteases the outreach of the legal aid
progrâmme as well as meets the need when the access to lawyers is limited.e2
Paralegals often are found to work together with social workers and other
ptofessionals, and most impotantly, since th.y àÍe chosen from the
community, th.y are considered to have direct knowledge of the problems and
needs of the community that legal professionals wotking outside lack of.e3
Therefote, non-lawyets or patalegals are able to assist cl-ients during hearings,
procedutes and negotiations. Moreover, they can assist with the drafting of
documents and coopetate with licensed lawyers during the investigation of cases
and interviews with clients and witnesses. As a resuig paralegals can speed up the
pace of legal ptocedures and lessen the heavy caseload of lawyers. e4 However, for
these public-private partnerships, States have to set quality standards fot legal aid
services, support the development of standarðized taining programmes for non-
State legal aid service providers, and establish monitoring and evaluation
mechanisms to ensure the quality of iegal aid services.es
H. Effective Assistance from Lawyers
It is undeniable that the right to counsel would be meaningless if it does not
involve the right to effective counsel.e6 The HRC has established that nominal
appointment of a lawyer is not enough; States have the oblìgation to ensure
effective and substantial legal assistance in ctiminal and civil mâtters.e7 With a
view to ensuring effective legal assistance, some tequirements can be said to be
indispensable- for example, appropdate qualifìcations of the counsel and access
and privacy during communication between the legal aid recipient and the
counsel.e8 Acknowledging the need of all these factors, the Pdncþles and
e\ ibidPrinciple 1,4, Guidelines 1L,1.2,14 and 16.
e2 ibid Gutdeline 14; I(naul, sapra note 2 para.70.
e3 Knaul, Mpra note 2, para. 71,.
e4 ibid.
es Principles and Guideltnes, supra note 2 Guidelines 1.4 and 16.
e6 HRC, General Comment 32,para.38.
e7 Fot instance, the HRC says, "It is incumbent upon the State party to ensure that legal
reptesentation provided by the State guarantees effective tepresentaíon," Bnrisenko u.
Hangary, communication No 852/1,999, u.N. Doc. ccpF./c/75/D/Bs2/1999 e002),
para. 7,5. http://www1.umn.edu/humaffts/undocs/852-I999.html (Last visited on
September 03,201.4).
e8 'V7ilson, R. J., "The Right to Legal Assistance in Civil and Criminal Cases in
International Fluman Rights Law", in International Legal Aid and Defender System
Development Manual 2010 atp.36.
http://www.nlada.org/Defender/Defender-Publications/Inter nattonal_Manuù_2}|}
(I-ast visited on February 27 , 2016).
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Guidelines stipulate that States have an obligation to ensure that professionals
working for the legal aid system possess the qualifìcations and training
appropriate for the services they provide.ee Moreover, the government is
required not to interfete with access to counsel and not to impose incompetent
counsel on the legal aid recipient. The Principles and Guidelines futher
obligate States to ensure that legai aid providers are able to c^rry oût their work
effectively, freely and independently. In particular, States are to ensure that legal
aid providers are able to perfotm all of theit professional functions without any
kind of intimidation, hindrance, hatassment ot impropet interference.l00
The Principles and Guidelines also contain ptovisions to ensure the
effectiveness of lawyers' service thtough strong institutionalizztion so that their
provision becomes subject to evaluation, orgatization and monitoting.lol The
providers of legal ztd arc, therefore, to be held accountable for the services they
offer to ensure the quality of legal advice, counsel and reptesentation to the
legzl aid recipients. If there is any disciplinary complaint found against the legal
aid ptovidef, i.e., the assigned lawyet, the complaint has to be investigated and
adjudicated promptly in accordance with professional codes of ethics before an
imparttzl body and subject to judicial review.1O2 As a result, States are requited
to have effective oversight and ensure that legal aid providets are subject to
applicable professional codes of conduct. In addition, States have the obligation
to establish rules so that iegal aid providers are not allowed to tequest any
payment from the beneficiaries of legal aid through unauthorized
ttansactions.l03 \{6s¡ particulatþ, appropriate ovetsight mechanisms need to be
established with a view to preventing cortuption by legal aid ptovidets.lOa
In the light of above discussions, it is apparent that the scope of State
obligation under the Princþles and Guidelines is quite extensive and thetefote,
rhey are designed to present a complete progtâmme for zn effective and fa¿t legal
aid scheme. The instrument introduces a legøJ aid programme that involves
various compoflents which are \egal and institutional in natute. Moreovet, the
foundation of the instrument, tecognized good practices and global
judsprudential developments, makes the model 'higtly valuable' fot the UN
Member States.l0s Also, as Namotadze states, the instrument puts fotwatd a
realistic model of legal aid which is intended to direct the policy makets to spend
ee Principles and GuidelTnes, sapra note 2 Principles 7 and 13; Guideline 13.
1oo ibidPrncrple 1.2.
tot ibidPrinctple 73 and Guideline 15.
102 ibidPrinciple 13.
103 ibìdGvldeline 15.
104 ibid.
105 søpra note 3 atp. 1.99.
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public money in the most cost effective manner.106 Finally it can be said that the
Principles and Guidelines represent the most comprehensive legal instrument to
date for the development and strengthening of natiãnal legal aid sysrems.107
v. Application of the Principles and Guidelines in civil proceedings
The UN Special Rapporteur on the Independence ofJudges and Lawyers notes
that the Principles and Guidelines ptovide guidance on rhe fundamental pdnciples
on which legal aid systems need to be based, and further underscore tttè speiifìc
elements required to strengthen âccess to legal aid ror those living in povèrry.tot
Although the Pdnciples and Guidelines only refer to legal assistance in criminal
ptoceedings, he states that they ate also applicable to civil and administrative law
cases whete free legal assistance becomes indispensable for effective access to the
courts and a fait hearing, as well as for access to legal information and counsel and
to mechanisms of alternative dispute resolution.lon The authors support this view
and acknowledge that the contents of the instrument, as described above, indicate
that the legal and institutional arangements which are essenrial for the legal aid
system in criminal proceedings, cân be employed for civil proceedings too. For
instance, the Principles and Guidelines have given special attention to the needs of
children and women due to their r,'uLnerable situation in the society. lt is noted
befote that women and children are specifìcally vulnerabie for Àrr-^n rights
violation.110 For the same ïeâson, speciãl ,tt.ntion to v/omen and children is
essential for legal aid matters in civil proceedings as well. Also, the Principles and
Guidelines urge States to ensure access to legal aid providers without an¡kind of
interruption, to maintain confìdentiality of communications, access to case files
and adequate time and facilities to prepare a defence. States are also urged to
inform persons about their dght to legal aid and other procedural safeguards,ttt
such as, right to interptetation and translation services.tt' These piocedural
safeguards are equally important to ensure the faimess of civil proceedings, because
unhindeted access to counsel and confidential communication are cruciaJto build a
trustwothy relation between the counsel and the legal aid recþient. They are also
crucial for the smooth functioning of the proceedings. The counsel is required to
10ó \¿¡¡61¿dze, Z., "UN General Assembly Enacts Global Standards on Access to LegalAid", open Society Justice Initiative (Dec. 20, 2012); htçs://www.opensociãty
foundations. org/voices/un-general-assembly-enacrs-global-srÀdards-accessJegal-aid
(Last visited on March 19,2016).
107 Kraul, stlþra note 2, para. 25,
Io8 ibìd àt para. 48.
10e ibid.
110 uNoDoc, chìldren, victims and ìØomen's Issues, https://www.unodc.org/ unodc/ en/justice-and-prison-reform/childrensvictjmswomensissues.htrnl (Last visited on March 1B
201,6).
Itt Principles and Guideltnes, søpra note 2 Principle 8.
112 silþra note 2 Guideline 3.
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prcper:e \Ã/ell to protect the interest of his client. Therefore, adequate time and access
io i.l.rr*t files are imperative. Agrir, if the legal aid recipient is not 
^'çtare 
of the
avatlabthq of the right to legal aid, he cannot exercise such right. AIso, if he does not
understand the language of the court proceedings or errry document, he cannot defend
himself effectiveþ. So, informing the legal aid recþient about the right as well as
providing translation service is vital. The safeguatds ptovided in the Princþles and
-Goid.lin"r, 
therefore, are relevant for both civil and criminal proceedings.
In accordance with the Pdnciples and Guidelines, States are under an
obligation to introduce measures that zre designed to enhance the knowledge of
the þeople about the justice system, their dghts and obligations undet the law,
^varlz;brltty 
of legal aid, the ways to file complaints before the courts, and the
use of ¡bn mechanisms.ll3 Knowledge of the legal system and legal aid is
fundamental to advance access to individual tights.lla The institutional
afràflgements otganized for introducing legal education among the people can
include mâtters related to rights and remedies with rcgard, to civil matters too'
Moreover, the Pdnciples and Guidelines make States responsible to arrange
adequate budget provisions for legal aid services and to provide necessâry
homìn resources.115 This evidently applies to legal aid service in both
proceedings, civil ot criminal in any country.
The Principles and Guidelines require States to establish a nationwide legal
aid system that involves a wide r^nge of stakeholders as legal aid service
providers and therefore, allow States to establish patnership with different
-r..tor. 
including the community-based orgatizanons, professional bodies and
associations, non-governmental otgatizzttons, and academia in order to extend
the reach of legal aid. This integrated approach is expected to contribute
signifìcantly in civil proceedings also fot the purpose of increasing outreach,
qualiry and impact, and facilitating âccess to legal aid in âll parts of a country.
Mote specifically, the govemment and other otganizatsons cân complement each
other whle dischatging their obligations under the pattnership artangements.
As regards assistance from a counsel, it is imperative that the assistance is
effective in both civil and cdminal proceedings. Therefore, the tequirements of
appropriate qualifications of counsel and access and privacy during communication
bètweãn the iegal aid tecipient and the counsel, as mandated by the Principles and
Guidelines, arã essential for civil matters too. The Principles and Guidelines
moreover obligate States to provide protection to legal aid providets, so that
lawyers can càffy our their work effectively, freely and independently.without any
kind of intimidation, hindrance, harassment or improper intetference.ttu This kind
113 ibid.
114 sapra note 3 at p. 198.
115 Principles and Guidelines, .Íapra note 2 Princþle 2 and Guideline 13'
116 ibidPrinciple 1,2.
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of protective measures is imperative for lawyers who are employed in civil matters
also in order to ensure fair hearng, meaningful access tå justice and thus to
establish the rule of law. Moreovet, the instituti onal anangements to evaluate the
performance of lawyets 01 to take disciplinary acdons agaiãst hwyers, if necessary
can be applied for both criminal and non-cdminai matteîs.
In sum, the above overview indicates that the basic principles put forward by
the Pdnciples and Guidelines can be applied fot civü p.å...aags also in order ro
establish a compiete and fafu legal aid iy.t.m that is áesþed to ensure access tojustice and rhus, to establish the rule of law.
VI. Conclusion
In conclusion, the above discussions demonstrate thaq while international human
rights are considered to be basic minimum safeguards,l'17 recent developments ofhuman rights standar{s have been quite extensive in relation to the ..opË of St¿tes,
obligations tegatding lgSal aid p.ogtà-m.s. With the Principles and Guidelines, the
scope of Sate obügations, thetefore, has extended beyond the previously e*isting
intemational standatds in this context. It is also noied thrt tie principles and
Guid.elines have provided detailed guidelines and, a pracacal set of norms in order to
est¿blish an accessible and effective legal aid .y.t 
-. 
Despite the fact that the
Princþles and Guidelines do not have abinding foice, this insnïment is of paramount
significance as it was adopted by the uNóA.ltt Moreover, the principles andGuidelines are dtawn from international standards and recognized good ptactices with
the pulpose to ensure a realistic and practical moder of legaläd.rte -
. 
Therefote, legal aid is not only amatter of lawyers' assistance in the present wo4d;it encompasses a much bloadet perspective in the form of legal anà institutional
reforms with a view to establishing an effective, substantial and comprehensive system.
States are required to follow an integrated approach and to undìrake a seáes of
measures thzt ate intended to maximize the positive impact of a functional legal aid
YtttT in addressing the problems of access to justice. The present article also soþsts
that the broad ideas and principles of the Principles and ioidetines cân U. ,ppËa i.
civil proceedings also, in order to ensure âccess io justice^ and thus to bring ,iþn.*,
positive outcome on individuals and the society atlatge.l2}
117 Newman,\.,"Legal Aid Lawyers and the euest forJustice,', oxford and portland,Hart Publishing, 2013 atp.5.
118 suþra note 3 at p. 218.
lle ibid.
120 According to Namoradze, the frincples and Guidelines have acknowledged thatgffctiye legal aid schemes arc able tá bting significant positive ourcomes both forindividuals and the society atlarge, srlpra note 
^tp. tOO.
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